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Richard Hickok’s scratch-scale Sea Stuka missile launches on an E15-7 at Great Meadows 
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ZOG FORTY-THREE is the official newsletter of NARHAMS 
the National Association of Rocketry Headquarters Astro 
Modeling Section # 139  

NARHAMS is the oldest model rocket club in the 

United States  ! ! !  

ZOG- Forty-Three is dedicated to model rocketeers of all 
ages, abilities, and interest. We are committed to providing the 
most current, up-to date information on model and real world 
rocketry, and to provide educational material as well as 
entertaining information. ZOG FORTY-THREE is published 
monthly and is available to anyone on a subscription basis. 
Current rate is $15 U.S. Funds for 12 issues a year, payable to 
NARHAMS            

Material in ZOG Forty-Three is not copyrighted. Free and 
unlimited reproduction is granted with the proper credit to the 
author and/or ZOG Forty-Three.  

  For more information.....   

if you have any questions about ZOG Forty-Three or 
NARHAMS, or if you have any comment(s),  correspondence, 
free merchandise or if you’d like to submit an article, send 
them to : 

 ZOG Forty-Three      

 10340 Hickory Ridge Rd, Apt. 526 

 Columbia, Md. 21055     

 E-Mail    zog43editor@yahoo.com  

ZOG Forty-Three is edited by Kevin Johnson, and is a six-
time winner of the  NAR/LAC  “Rockwell” Trophy, 
recognized as the best NAR section newsletter.             

Years won: 1969, 1973, 1975, 1990, 1991, & 1992 

Zog-43 staff typist is none other then Jennifer Ash-Poole a.k.a. 
Secretary to the Stars !  

Photographs: by Kevin Johnson, except where noted. 
ZOG-43  
Is produced on a Compaq Evo PC with a Pentium 4 processor 
using Microsoft Word.  Masters are printed on a Canon 
ImageRunner 5000 copier/printer.  

This Edition: 45 copies  

NARHAMS ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB        
http://www.narhams.org 

Send and receive E-mail with other NARHAMS members 
through NARHAMS Web page grouplist via yahoo-groups.   
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( NARHAMS OFFICERS )    
  

 KING ZOG (President) 

 Don Brown------------------410-781-7539 

 PRINCESS BUBBLES (Vice-President) 

 Jennifer Ash-Poole------- 410-674-6262 

COLLECTOR OF THE  

  ROYAL TAXES (Treasurer) 

 Ed Pearson --------------- 301-577-7775 

  KEEPER OF THE HOLY 

  WORDS ( Secretary ) 

 Chris Kidwell-------------- 571-434-7507 

 COURT JESTER (Section Advisor) 

 Khim Bittle   --------------- 301-293-2399    
           

 

NARHAMS serves Baltimore, the state of Md., Washington 
DC and the surrounding Metropolitan areas. The club is a 
section of the National Association of Model Rocketry (NAR) 
and we are the oldest continuously active model rocket club in 
the United States, first established as a high school club in 
1963, changing our name to NARHAMS when chartered as a 
NAR section in 1965. NARHAMS is the only four time 
winner of the NAR “Section of the Year” award. 

Years won: 1997,1998,1999, 2001  

NARHAMS members have regularly flown their model 
rockets at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center on Soil 
Conservation Rd. in Greenbelt Md. The launches were open to 
the public and were held every first and third Sundays of every 
month (weather permitting), starting at 1 PM. We are trying to 
reinstate these launches for the general public. Sport Launches 
are usually held the second Saturday of every month at 
Middletown Recreation Park in Middletown Md. Check the 
web page for updates. 

NARHAMS welcomes all prospective new members to our 
monthly meetings. They are held on the first Friday of the 
month from 7:30 to 9:30 PM at the College Park Airport 
Annex Building. Dues are 10 cents a week, with an initial 50 
cents up front (good for 5 weeks) as a sign of good faith. 

NEW: Monthly meetings available on-line via chat-room , 
simply go to the NARHAMS homepage and click on the link. 

Directions to College Park Airport: 
Follow I-495 to Kenilworth Ave. South. Make a right onto 
Paint Branch Parkway, then make a right on Cpl. Frank S. 

Scott Dr. At the airport entrance go straight to the Operations 
building, the annex building is adjacent to the “Ops” building.
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    Happy New Year to everyone!! I hope that you and your 
family have had a wonderful holiday season. We look forward 
to the New Year with anticipation and hope for great things to 
come. As I sat here to write this message, I thought about my 
personal resolutions for the New Year. Then I thought “Hey! 
How about listing some resolutions that everyone might adopt 
in the year to come?” So, here are just a few ideas to ponder: 
 
1. Help out others wherever possible. Whether it is on the 

rocket range, at home, at work or just out among other 
people that you don’t know, small acts of friendship and 
kindness are wonderful things. At the range we can help a 
new flier, assist with range duty, keep the area clean or 
lend an extra pair of eyes to keep that wayward rocket in 
sight until it is recovered. 

2. Project a positive attitude. Optimism is contagious. 
Sometimes we don’t feel well or have personal problems 
that get us down. But, if we try to add a positive note to 
the things that we do, other people will be encouraged to 
do the same. When things do not work properly or our 
competition model fails to perform well, a good attitude 
will make the day a pleasant experience for everyone.  

3. Be prepared.  I borrowed this from my Boy Scout days. 
When you have checked all of your models, motors and 
other supplies at least that part of your flying day is under 
control. Then you can concentrate on the unexpected 
things that happen, i.e. the weather. 

4. Increase participation in activities that you enjoy. We are 
all in this club and other groups because we enjoy the 
activities of the group. We share our experiences with 
others in the group to make the whole experience better 
for everyone. Don’t forget to do a self-evaluation from 
time to time and see if you are contributing to the group’s 
success and enjoyment level. A little bit of effort by 
everyone combines to make a powerful group force. 

5. Pay forward.  One of Harry Stine’s philosophies is good 
for all of us. Young people are the hope of the future. 
Educate them, develop their interests, broaden their 
experiences, teach them consideration for others, but most 
of all have fun with them. When the youngsters come to 
the range, the fun level increases exponentially. Introduce 
as many kids as possible to rocketry. It’s a good thing for 
all of us. 
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MICROMAXX LAUNCH 
The Filler House, Jefferson, MD 

Building session and MM/1/4A BG launch 
10:00 am 

January 11th  
SPORT LAUNCH 

Middletown Park 
Fat Boy Theme- Rockets based on Fat Boys 

10:00 am- 4:00 pm 
February 8th  
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By Mark Petrovich, Sr, NAR 29160 Photos by James Duffy 

Part 2: Competition Begins 
There’s a pounding on the door and a voice to back it up. Are 
we being overrun by the communists? Okay, Okay, I’m up, but 
feeling groggy. Is it Tuesday already?? Time to wake up, take 
my shower, dress warmly and compete. There’s gold to be 
won, podiums to mount and applause to collect.  
   Tuesday bloomed in the dark, the sky not quite 
accommodating for an anxious modeler from Maryland. 
Breakfast was a potpourri of lunch meats, cereal and  
yogurt. If you took a loaf of bread from the basket on the 
table, you could use it to hammer a tent spike into the ground 
or as ballast for our gliders, either case was acceptable. Some 
of us tried to eat it and imbibe coffee at the same time, the 
thermal properties of the liquid overcoming the wall  
strength of the substance once called bread. Juices were 
consumed, tea was stirred and there was never enough sugar 
on the table, although creamer was abundant. I’m not sure 
how some of the team members looked so refreshed.  
I was not one of the early risers at the Hotel Sport although I 
have been very guilty of that back home.  
  We boarded our bus and Roman, our driver, took us to our 
destination, Sazena airfield. This would go off just like 
practice, I told myself, and all would be fine. We offloaded 
our precious cargo and droned towards our tent on 
International Row. The tents all looked the same except for the 
flag on the outside announcing, in Czech and English, who we 
were. We met in the tent, talked about who was flying what 
and volunteered for recovery duties.  The morning would be 
S4B, or Senior Boost Glider, and S1A, Junior Altitude.  
In the afternoon, the events would switch to the reverse, the 
Seniors flying Altitude, S1B, and the Juniors flying Boost 
Glider, S4A.  
   If you notice, there are codes involved in our event classes 
and then some other differences too that are unique to FAI 
competition. S1 is the altitude event but with a B suffix it 
would indicate the impulse class for that event. So, a Junior 
flies Altitude, S1, on A impulse. A Senior would fly the same 
event on B impulse, or S1B. S3 is Parachute Duration and S4 
is Boost Glide. S5 is scale altitude, limited to 5 Newton-
seconds for Juniors and 10 Newton-seconds for Seniors. S6 is 
Streamer Duration; S7 is the Granddaddy of them all, SCALE, 
and S8 is Radio Controlled Rocket Glide with the Seniors 
given E impulse and a spot landing task, hence S8E/P. The  
Juniors would fly pure duration, or maximum time aloft, under 
D impulse. Rounding out the numbers game is S9, or 
Gyrocopter with Seniors at B impulse and Juniors at A 
impulse.  
   Bob Biedron, Tom, Chad, Phil, and myself headed out in the 
direction of the prevailing wind to recover US S4B’s at long 
range. Dr. Bob Kreutz was directing traffic, or trying to get 
our eyes trained on models coming our way, at the roadside 
about a quarter mile downrange from the launch site. Models 
were hard to see despite having field glasses and a team of  
spotters at close range. Some flyers used Walston transmitters 
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in their models to assist the recovery teams in finding them. 
The S4B team consisted of Kevin Kuczek, David, and Phil.       
Kevin had two maxes going into the third round while the 
other flyers had problems of their own. A third round mishap 
with a launch clip put Kevin out of the flyoff round and 
dashed the hopes of getting our first medal. 

 
The US long range recovery team gets a fix on a model. 

   Meanwhile, during a lull in activity in deep recovery, a 
disturbing call came in from the rangehead. Chad was told that 
a Junior S1 model was disqualified for an undisclosed reason. 
We had suspected that our floating head approach would stir 
controversy and we were correct. The story was that Team 
Manager Ed Pearson was on the ball and protesting the  
disqualification with the judges. Tension was high for Chad 
and I, both members of the Senior S1B team, as we speculated 
as to what the problem was about. Outbound flights kept us 
busy but our thoughts were still focused on what we had to do 
when we returned to the team tent. At 11:20AM, we started 
the two-mile trek back to the tent, trudging through the freshly  
plowed fields and trying to keep our wits about us. Would we 
fly our models and would they be DQ’d?  
   Back at the team tent, we received the disturbing story. 
Alex’s S1A had been disqualified and the debate had been 
raging between the judges for the past three hours. Tony 
Reynolds, Chad and I discussed what we would do to  
save face if our approach was disallowed. Ed Pearson and Dr. 
Bob entered the tent and Ole Ed told us the situation. It boiled 
down to this: we could fly our models but they would be 
disqualified if the current configuration was used. It seemed 
that our sure thing was the exception to FAI class S1 and not 
the norm. The rules seem to favor a two-staged approach with 
motors of equal impulse in each stage. No allowance was 
specifically made for models that use one motor. Also, the 
launcher must not impart any motion to the model and our 
kinetic bodies flew with the model and added a kick to its  
performance, so they said. Tony refused to fly the class unless 
he was allowed to use floating head models as designed and I 
respected his decision. That model design would give the US a 
decided advantage over any models flying that day. Chad 

looked for another method to circumvent the ruling by the 
judges. Myself, I had a discussion with Dr. Bob the night  
before about what I would do if floating head was disallowed.    
The problem was that I had hoped it would never come to that.  
   When Ole Ed asked me what I was going to do, I told him 
about that conversation. Dr. Bob told me that I could use the 
aeroshell, or upper portion, of the model as a nosecone. That 
would form the basis for a single staged model powered by a 
single Delta B2. The second approach was to use a staged 
model, going from an Estes A10 to a Delta A2. My models 
had been checked in for compliance to external size and 
length. All of my modifications would be internal and not 
violate their measurements. I set to work re-arranging my 
models to fly as described. Fortunately, I had made a stuffer 
tube for a 13mm Estes A10 and brought it along, just in case.  
Just about every shock line attaching “this item to that piece” 
was cut and retied someplace else. After missing round one 
with the modifications, I was ready to fly Round 2 with the 
single staged S1.  
   When the gun sounded across the airfield signaling the 
beginning of Round 2, I was ready with my first model. It was 
carefully placed into the tower and the launch clips connected. 
I checked the continuity and made sure that there was power 
in the circuit. And I took a moment to reflect.  
   I have never experienced so much solitude with so many 
people around. There were some twenty feet separating the 
spectators from the contestants in their launch alleys. Chad 
was in the team tent trying to modify his model and Tony was 
nowhere to be found. All around me, there were foreign 
voices, movements towards launch alleys and the broken 
English countdown of the RSO. I watched models cleave into 
the air, separate their boosters, which deployed streamers or 
parachutes in short order, and spat their sustainers into the 
heavens. Some models didn’t even have a plume to mark their  
passage and their only report was a black or red puff of color 
in the sky to mark their passage, no sound and no sight. I 
turned around, towards the audience, and saw some of the 
US’s top FAI flyers looking back at me. I was alone at that 
moment which meant that I had to do what I was prepared to  
do, not what anyone else wanted me to do. I raised my hand.  

   
The RSO saw my signal and called my lane, #13, into the cue. 
I checked continuity again to be sure that I didn’t misfire on 
my first flight attempt. Finally, I was ready, he asked me if I 
was ready and I nodded yes. He counted down, and said 
START. With that word, I pressed the launch button and 
watched the model race away from its starting gate. Designed  
for floating head use and about 15 feet of altitude before being 
discarded by the aeroshell, the short finned kinetic body tried 
desperately to control the power of the Delta B2 inside of it. 
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The model climbed upwards and performed a vertical 
spiraling loop while under power. It was on the edge  
of instability and I knew it. The question was if the motor 
would finally figure it out before burning out. Climbing 
continued and then the sound was over and the model settled 
down and on its ballistic trajectory. Then, an agonizing long 
delay at low altitude, 7 seconds worth of delay, and the  
model began to plummet back to earth. A sickly pink cloud 
terminated my fears of a collision with the earth and the model 
went into recovery mode, the streamer popping out and trying 
desperately to retard the motion of the whole body towards the 
ground. Behind my back, I heard the “OKAY” from the RSO 
indicating that the flight was qualified and I shed the tension 
like a man wearing a fur lined coat in a sauna. One down, one 
to go!  

   Then Chad arrived and the team began forming in the lane. 
His approach was to use a floating head model with a pierced 
piston. The ignition leads would travel up through the model 
and into the motor of the aeroshell. The concept was that the 
model would perform the same as before except that 
separation would be delayed a little longer and occur at a 
higher altitude. He was ready before the end of the second 
round and signaled the RSO to launch. I held my breath at the 
end of the countdown and waited for the result. The model 
streaked skywards, boring a hole in the sky in the process but 
it left the kinetic body in the tower. “Disqualified,” the RSO  
said and Chad’s first model disappeared without a trace into 
the sky.  
   The third round began a few minutes later and I was ready 
with my two-staged model. The staging fuse had been 
installed and the vent hole cut into the end of the stuffer tube. 
Two motors were acquired from the range attendants, an A10-
0T and a Delta A2-5, and I set about preparing my model.  
In short order, the new configuration was ready for flight and I 
anxiously waited for Chad to re-appear from the Team tent. 
By the time he returned, I was chomping at the bit, ready to 
launch. While he picked up a motor, I signaled that I was 
ready to fly. 
  “Okay, Number 13. Ready?” I raised my hand, “Ready!” 
“Okay, Three, Two, One, Start.” The button was pressed and 
the model lurched upwards, cleared the tower and raced 
skywards, the motor burning out along the way and the 
agonizing wait began. When a model is staged, you know 
when it’s going right just by how long it takes the sustainer to 

begin burning. This was not going right! The model  
decelerated in a vertical attitude, drifted with the wind and 
finally the motor began its burn. The hissing from the burning 
motor was heard but separation of the stages did not occur and 
the model began descending more rapidly, a pall of smoke 
exuding from the adapter section between stages.  
   Then fire was seen as the motor reached the end of its life 
and finally gravity won the battle and the model, still spewing 
smoke from a 5 second delay, fell to earth right on the edge of 
the lane for the Chinese Junior team. A moment after impact, 
the ejection charge fired and my quest to medal in S1 was 
finished. “Disqualified,” the RSO boomed into the 
microphone.  
   After picking up the pieces, Chad was ready for his bid to 
get a qualified flight. Again, he loaded his modified model and 
prepared it for flight. He signaled the RSO that he was ready 
and he was in the cue. After a few seconds, the RSO asked 
again if 13 was ready and he responded yes. The RSO counted 
down, the button was pressed and the model streaked out of 
the tower, the kinetic body separating just past the upper 
support of the tower rails. The aeroshell continued on its way 
disappearing into the sky but what distracted me was the 
“Disqualified” call from the RSO even as Chad was cheering 
the achievement. A discussion ensued between the RSO, a 
judge, Ole Ed and Chad at the edge of our lane. The RSO had 
disqualified the model because the streamer did not deploy on 
the kinetic body until after it impacted the ground. Like it or 
not, that was the ruling and we all felt let down by the 
decision. Out of the blue, Tony appeared with his model and  
was ready to fly a two-staged approach. We became a team 
again! He prepped and signaled to fly. At the end of the 
countdown, the model roared into the sky and incinerated its 
fins in the process, falling into the no man’s land between the 
lanes and the RSO. A critical thrust ring had been left off the  
model with catastrophic results. The US S1 team was done 
flying.  
   The awards ceremony was next and we all gathered around 
the operations building for the flag raising and anthem 
playing. Not seeing the Stars and Stripes fly over the Czech 
Republic was a low point in my day. With the floating head 
piston, the S1 team expected to occupy all the spaces on the 
podium. We went back to the hotel, dumped off our 
belongings and raced, with meal tickets in hand, to the dining-
room for a meal of whatever they had, pork, chicken, pork and 
chicken, as long as it was hot.  
   More photos of the 14th WSMC can be found at 
http://homepage.mac.com/jduffy/PhotoAlbum23.html 

 
…. Continued in next month’s ZOG-43 …. 
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By Paul Miller, NAR 51615 
     Happy New Year to our Chinese friends, it's 4701!  The 
sky continues to dazzle too.  Saturn has given us a great show 
in January and will shine brightly this month as well.  My 
grandson got his first glimpse of those beautiful open rings a 
few weeks ago.  On February 11, the Moon will pass just 
north of Saturn at 10 p.m. 
     Jupiter reaches opposition on February 2, which will shine 
his brightest in Cancer.  On February 15 and 16 the almost full 
Moon will join Jupiter above the eastern horizon one hour 
after sunset. Coincidentally, Galileo would have celebrated his 
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439th birthday on February 15.  You can see his four Galilean 
moons with optical assistance, flanking Jupiter like sparkling 
diamonds.  Jupiter now boasts the most known natural 
satellites with 39.  Everything about Jupiter is BIG and this 
month's presentation will prove it. 

     Auriga, the 
Charioteer is our 
constellation of the 
month.  
Pronounced o-
RYE-gah, this 
group of stars 
looks like a 
crooked house 
between Gemini 
and Perseus.  
Capella is the 
alpha star and is 
that bright star just 
east of the zenith, 
directly overhead.  

Capella is the closest first-magnitude star to the pole.  
Circumpolar from our latitude, Capella has been a useful 
navigational aid throughout the year for centuries.  It is the 
sixth brightest star in the sky. 
     Auriga is placed right on the Milky Way in the winter.  He 
is rich in deep-sky objects.  Three easily visible Messier 
objects lie in Auriga.  Almost in a straight line, these three 
open clusters are M37, M36, M38 as you observe east to west. 
     Be wary of the new Moon on February 1 or March 2.  Both 
nights present an excellent opportunity for the U.S. et. al. to 
use their night vision weapons to attack Iraq or anyone else…  
     These websites can be useful in visual guests of the sky 
targets noted in this article: 
http://www.astro.wisc.edu/~dolan/constellations                            
http://skyandtelescope.com/ 
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By Jim Fackert 

   This speculative spacecraft remains one 
of the sleekest ships ever conceived. The 
original craft has no cylindrical sections at 
all, but is entirely a 4.9 to 1 tangent-ogive 
body of revolution…. From its sharp tip to 
it’s nuclear rocket exhaust. 
     The scale we choose is going to 
depend on the sizes of stock high aspect 
ratio ogive nose cones we can find, unless 
we decide to turn our own.  Fortunately, 
there are a bunch of stock options.  My 

first choice is the Estes PNC-55AC nose cone with a diameter 
of 1.325 and a length of 5.4 inches,  and a 4:1 aspect ratio, it 
will require only a short body tube to couple  the nose and  tail 
cones.   This nose cone is also sharply pointed, as is the 
prototype.   This figures to a scale of .0067  0r 1” = 149.25 
inches. .. pretty close to 1:148!   
   There are some intriguing nose cone options for other scales 
as well, including a micro-motor based BT-20 unit using Estes 
PNC-50Y,  a BT-60 unit  with  Estes Sizzler nose cone, and a 
big 2 ¾” high power unit using a 4.75:1 AeroTech #11261 

nose cone.  Both of these would make sleek “all-ogival” 
bodies!  (Templates for fins for these scales are easily scaled 
from the drawings with a zoomable copier) 
   We have a choice as to the motor mount.  BT-5 is the only 
tube that will fit within the scale exhaust area, but it would 
limit performance options to mini motors of maximum A 
impulse or expensive B micro motors,  so I decided upon 
increasing the exhaust size a bit by using BT20.  There will be 
a short straight section  of BT-20 at the rear, but it shouldn’t 
be too noticeable. 

 
   The next choice is whether to extend the BT-20  the length 
of the body until it touches the nose cone about 2/3 of the way 
to the tip and cut the cone for separation here, or to end  the 
BT-20 at the end of the boat tail shoulder and use the BT-55 
interior only for recovery system space.  The former gives us a 
smooth bore and more recovery system volume plus the option 
of using an internal launch lug thru the tail and nose cones, but 
the latter is simpler, keeps the nose cone cleaner, and gives us 
adequate space.   I picked the latter, cutting off some of the 
nose cone shoulder and adding a shock cord loop and 
cardboard cap with a 3/8” off-center hole for adding nose clay.  
It would also be possible to cut the nosecone cap off 
completely, and store the ‘chute inside the nose cone, as long 
as it’s attached to the body and  NOT the cone so it’s pulled 
out upon ejection.  This would leave lots of recovery device 
space, at the risk of the chute not pulling free. 
   Fins, fins, fins… I think some 1/8” liteply plywood would 
work well here… and since they must join at the boat tail, 
through the wall mounting would make them much more 
secure.  The landing pad pods on 
the end could be turned from balsa 
and glued on either as a slotted 
piece or as two halves, or the 
outline could just be cut from the 
plywood.  I’ll keep it simple and 
choose the latter.  The templates 
give you a choice of BT-5 thru, 
BT-20 thru, or surface mount fins.  
You may want to add the landing 
strut so the model will stand by 
itself.  I left it off, as in flight 
configuration.    Creating knife 
edge fins like the original would 
be a nice (challenging) touch.  
Maybe I’ll try laminating 1/8” 
balsa to each face of the plywood 
and sanding the profile on the next 
one I build. 
   The nose cone just needs the 
shoulder trimmed and porthole and doors scribed into the 
plastic before painting. They could be added after painting, 
using a stencil with a fine permanent marker.    A BT-20 to 
BT-55 adapter ring centers the BT20 in the tail cone end.  The 
end cap of the tail cone shoulder is cut off and the centering 
ring is installed with a Kevlar shock cord loop glued around it.  
The tip of the tail cone is cut off to accommodate the BT-20, 
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and fin slots are carefully marked and cut out with a sharp 
hobby knife.  Be careful to clamp the boat tail securely so the 
knife doesn’t slip and damage you or the boat tail!  Don’t 
forget the engine block and launch lug if desired. 
   The finish should be a bright aluminum.   Choose your 
favorite material and method here.   Fine Scale Modeller 
magazine has had several good articles on applying metallic 
finishes.  
   Install a small chute, wadding, and a motor and spin-check 
for stability. Add clay to the nose as necessary.  The large rear 
swept fins should make for good stability. 
 
LUNA 1 to 150 Scale PARTS  LIST 
 
2 pc  pnc55AC nose cone (Estes) 
5” bt-20 
2” bt-55 
1 pc CR-5:20 engine block  
1 pc CR-20:55 centering ring  
½  sq. foot 1/8” lite ply or other fin material  
balsa or dowel for landing pad pods 
1 foot 120# Kevlar cord  
recovery system 
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By Tom Lyon, NAR 16558, NAR Contest Board 

To define the 2cm max dia. for Peanut Sport Scale will be the 
largest AIRFRAME diameter necessary to build a sport scale 
model. Items such as interstage clamps, fairings, strap-on 
boosters, launch lugs, antennae, fin cans... and the like will be 
considered as detailing. The 2cm max can be either a payload 
section (such as Trailblazer-II, Delta, Ariane, Titan-III, and 
other like examples...), or the largest rocket body diameter of 
multistage rockets (such as Argo/Javelin, RAM-B, Nike-
Cajun, Aerobee, and other like examples) 
   Now...Since there are many other types of "non-circular" 
rockets that can be modeled, it will be almost impossible to 
cite the max dia for each individual one. Better judgment on 
the part of the modeler AND judges will necessitate what can 
and cannot be entered as a Peanut Sport Scale 
   Examples of these would be: 
1) Space Shuttle (Energia-Buran), either with or without 
booster. In the case of including the booster, the max dia 
would be the External Tank. In entering the Shuttle alone, the 
max would be measured at the vertical and horizontal body at 
the center (wings, tail, engine fairings would be considered 
detailing) 
2) Atlas... the main rocket body would be the max, the two 
side engine fairings and conduits would be detailing. The 
exception would be if the payload body is the widest dia. 
3) Conical shaped rockets such as the Russian N-1 or Apollo-
LES, the widest max would be measured at it's base. 
   With so many possibilities, I couldn't cite each and every 
one. Use your better judgment, OR ASK! 
    I was asked for an interpretation in Peanut scale regarding 
the length criteria, when models use clear or  
“auxiliary” fins.  
   My reply was that the length of such non-scale fins does 
NOT count. 
   So for example if you have a Peanut model whose scale 
portion is 29 cm long, plus a 10 cm long non-scale fin system, 

it's a legal 29 cm long scale model, it is not measured as a 39 
cm long model. 

 
A selection of Peanut models built by John McCoy. 
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By Jennifer Ash-Poole, NAR 61415 
In early December, Kevin Johnson gave out the following 
URL for making templates for transitions. ( Those cones used 
for egglofters for example) 
http://www.42nd-dimension.com/rocketry/templates.html 
Since I work on a variety of machines, I decided to test this on 
my UNIX box, my windows box, and a Mac. I am also 
working on the 1/70th scale Sputnik, so I needed a few 
transitions made. 
   Matt Stum’s program works on a Windows box. You can 
use drop down boxes to pick a body tube, (BT60) or even a 
body diameter (in millimeters).  I didn't download Ghostscript, 
so I couldn't preview the transisition until it was printed.  
   For the UNIX box, I just downloaded a postscript files, and 
changed the lines I needed. I do have ghostview on my box, so 
I can view the transitions before printing them out.  This is the 
same way you need to access the files on a Mac. The page has 
a link to download MacGSView (and other versions for other 
operating systems), and once I had it installed, I edited and 
opened it up. You can send it to a printer from ghostview. The 
other nice thing is the program will put as many transitions 
onto one page that will fit. This is useful when I need 4 
transitions for the Sputnik. I got two transitions on one page. 
For the smaller ones, I got 6.  
   The nice thing is when the transisition is printed; the page 
has a label, i.e. BT20 to BT60, 159.5mm long. No more 
guessing what transition I just printed out. This is useful if you 
are making a couple of different transitions for a model. 
  A gotcha: The transitions do NOT give you a glue tab. The 
cone edges must meet to make the transition you wanted. So 
when you are cutting out the transitions, make sure you leave 
a glue tab, if you are using one. 
   The fin wrap program has a glitch in it for UNIX. When you 
edit a postscript file, the author does a great job of telling you 
what to edit. For the fin wrap, if you want just a fin guide, you 
are suppose to set the angle to 90. However, the program kept 
bombing out on my UNIX box.  I put in a degree of 89, and 
got a tube fin guide that was useable. I had the same problem 
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on the Mac. If you use an 89 degree angle, the line might not 
be completely straight, but it can still be useful. 
   I haven't had a chance to play with the fin guide on the 
Windows, but I think installing Ghostview may give you a 
chance to preview the transition or fin alignment before 
printing it out. Try it the next time you need a transition, or 
have lost the fin alignment guide to a kit. 
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By Don Brown, NAR 70318 
   It gives me great pleasure to announce that I have negotiated 
with the owner of HobbyTown USA to grant NARHAMS 
members a 20% discount on rocket kits, motors and supplies. 
   This discount, in addition to the meetings and building 
sessions scheduled to take place in Frederick will help 
promote the club and could lead to an increase in membership 
in the Frederick area. 
   To take advantage of the discount, you must show your 
NARHAMS membership card (available from Treasurer Ed 
Pearson) at the time of purchase. 
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   Have you seen the NARHAMS 43 lately?  Jennifer Ash-
Poole did.  This receipt from the Post Office shows the 
infiltration of NARHAMS in the US Government.   

 
   Keep your eyes open for more sightings of the mystical 
number in your daily life! 
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Jan 31 - Monthly meeting, competition roundtable 
Feb 8 - Sport launch, February Fat Boy theme 
Feb 15 -Online chat for Centennial of Flight 
Feb 28 - Monthly meeting, Baby Bertha building session 
Mar 8 –Katie-1 Section Meet (HQSM-37)
Mar 14 - Short meeting then building session, Hobbytown 
USA Frederick, MD 
Mar 22 Painting party, McCoy house Washington, DC 
Apr 4 Monthly meeting, 1/4A BG building session 
Apr 12 -OPOSSUM-7 Open Meet 
Apr 27 -Rockville Consortium of Sciences Rockville, MD 
May 2 -Monthly meeting, altitude prediction talk 
May 10 -Team America Flyoffs, Great Meadow  
The Plains, VA 
May 17-18- ECRM-30 Regional Meet 
Jun 6 -Monthly meeting, making decals 
Jun 14 -Sport launch 
Jun 21-22 – MARS 29 Regional Meet, Great Meadow 
The Plains, VA 
Jun 27 -Monthly meeting, UFO building session 
Jul 12 -Sport launch, UFO theme 
Jul 20 - Centennial of Flight launch 
Jul 26 -Short meeting then building session, Hobbytown USA 
Frederick, MD 
Aug 9 -Sport launch 
Aug 15 – Monthly meeting, Night Launch for Newbies
Sep 5- Monthly meeting, elections, pirate building session 
Sep 13 -Sport/night launch, pirate theme 12:00 pm start
Sep 28 -AIAA launch Columbia, MD 
Oct 3 -Monthly meeting, electronics 
Oct 11 -Sport launch, Oktoberfest V-2 day, picnic launch 
Oct 11-12 -SCST-3 Jonesburg, PA 
Oct 17 -Short meeting then Skywriter building, Hobbytown 
USA Frederick, MD 
Oct 25- Planning meeting College Park Airport 
Nov 8 -Sport launch, writing implement theme 
Nov 14 -Monthly meeting, finishing techniques 
Nov 22 - Centennial of Flight display College Park Airport 
Museum 
Dec 5 -Monthly meeting, pot-luck holiday party 
Dec 13 -Sport launch  
 
 
   Sport launches are held at Middletown Park from 10am-
4pm, waiver up to 3.3 lbs and “G” motors not exceeding 62.5 
grams of propellant.  All flights “E” power and above are 
restricted to 5 degrees from vertical and between the hours of 
noon and four PM.  Call ahead to confirm launch and waiver 
availability. 
   Business meetings are held at the College Park Airport 
Annex Building, except where noted above. Meetings begin at 
7:15pm with building sessions or presentations and last until 
9:00pm or so.  Regular Business meetings follow until 
10:00pm.  If no presentation or building session is scheduled, 
please bring whatever project you are working on currently. 
   Questions?  Call Club President Don Brown at 410-781-
7539.Visit NARHAMS online at http://www.narhams.org 
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A pair of Alien Space Probes; one full size by Kevin Johnson, 
the other MicroMaxx by John McCoy. 
 

 
Tom Ha and Don Brown are wishing that the weather outside was warm enough for 
grilling like here at the V-2 launch.   
 
 

       
Alan Williams and Doug Pratt with the Girl Scouts at Goddard.   Ole Ed shows the girls how to prep a rocket for flight.     
 
 

 

Jim Filler’s Orbital Transport waits 
on the pad for launch! 
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